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MIRTH – Carnival Philharmonic concert

The conductor as a robot
VON ARMIN KNAUER

REUTLINGEN. “Fastnet ist’s, Schandi-Schando!” It’s all a complete chaos and  our beloved Württembergian Philharmonic 
becomes a robot! At first, everything seems normal at the “Schmotzigen” City Hall: Sebastian Gürtler steps onto the stand 
and begins to conduct Mozart’s great G minor symphony; but then, Aleksey Igudesmon comes in, presses the remote  
control – and conductor and musicians alike freeze!

The orchestra is a machine, explains Igudesman. One with fantastic functions: forward, rewind, fast-forward – how they 
wriggle, the musicians! And what functions doesn’t the robot have! One is named “cruel conductor”, where the manager  
is roaring in the most beautiful Karajan-Austrian: “That was really lousy, the flutes are playing this alone now!”

But the craziness that Igudesman and Gürtler have brought along doesn’t stop there. Gürtler is haunting as the ghost of 
Karajan across the stage while horror film music is being played. Beethoven’s 5th, through fan shouts, becomes a battle 
between string and whistle players. Then: a nasty foul from horn player Schorr against violinist Buck! The referee Igudes-
man is desperate – and snivels his sorrow in an emotional ballad: nobody believes that he is a Swabian despite the  
VfB-underwear and the love for Dodokay. Is it because of the added Siberian emphasis in his voice?

After the break, the Philharmonic appears in full disguise: walking toothpaste tubes, cons and concertmaster Timo de Leo 
in a skinny full-body condom. 

“Oh!!!”, the ladies are shouting as he positions himself for introduction.

After a quiz show, the opera will continue. Sebastian Gürtler presents “Romeo and Juliet”, he is singing all three roles from 
bass-heavy father till the soprano-twittering daughter and he replaces the orchestra with the violin. What a spectacle!

And the great stars don’t wanna be on the outside! Bach and Lady Gaga, followed by Grönemeyer.  
Truly, not really in person, but instead as gorgeous parodies performed by Gürtler and Igudesman. At the end everything 
results in a big Latin party. Igudesman appears as a singing Latin lover. Gürtler languishes at the violin.  
The E-guitar moans. The maracas glow. The percussionists are freaking out. A salsa dancing couple dissolves from the  
orchestra and moves sensual. And the horn players become a cheerful party choir of gauchos. Craziness, what more  
do you want? – long live the carnival!
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